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1 Introduction and motivation

Today, there are countless approaches towards characterising complexity classes
via logic. Foremost amongst these lies the proof-theoretic approach, character-
ising classes as the ‘representable’ functions of some logic or theory. Examples
include bounded arithmetic [6] [13] [9], applicative theories [7] [12], intrinsic and
ramified theories [16] [4], fragments of linear logic [11] [10] [14] [1] and fragments
of intuitionistic logic [15].

To some extent there is a distinction between various notions of ‘repre-
sentability’, namely between logics that type terms computing functions of a
given complexity class, and theories that prove the totality or convergence of
programs computing functions in a given complexity class. A somewhat orthog-
onal distinction is whether the constraints on the logic or theory are implicit
or explicit. The former includes constraints such as ramification, type level and
substructural considerations, while the latter includes bounded quantification,
bounded modalities etc. This distinction is also naturally exhibited in asso-
ciated function algebras, e.g. Cobham’s limited recursion on notation [8] vs.
Bellantoni and Cook’s predicative recursion on notation [3].

While implicit constraints may be preferable since no bounds occur in the
characterisation itself per se, explicit bounds are typically far more useful for
more fine-grained characterisations of complexity classes. For instance, the poly-
nomial hierarchy, PH, and its levels can be neatly characterised by the theories
Si
2 of bounded arithmetic, using bounds on quantifiers to control complexity [6].1

In this work we improve the situation by using implicit methods in first-order
theories to characterise PH. To achieve this we work with a function algebra of
Bellantoni from [5] in which to extract programs, and use the witness function
method of Buss to extract programs at ground type and preserve quantifier
information, necessary to delineate the levels of PH.

2 Methodology

We describe some of the techniques used in this work, before briefly giving our
main results in the next section.

1Other approaches to PH exist, but also use explicit bounds, e.g. [9], [12].
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2.1 Implicit programs for PH

Extracting programs at ground type seems to be a necessity in order to delineate
the levels of PH.2 Therefore the natural programs in which to extract our
witnesses will come from recursion theoretic characterisations. Of these, only
the Bellantoni framework from [5], which extends safe recursive programs [3]
by predicative minimisation constitutes an implicit characterisation, and so we
extract our programs into this function algebra, henceforth denoted µBC.

2.2 Constraints on induction

An appealing feature of the bounded arithmetic approach is that bounds on
(bounded) quantifier alternation in induction formulae precisely delimit the lev-
els of PH, and we are able to replicate this property, only for unbounded quanti-
fiers. Naturally, another constraint is required to stop ourselves from exhausting
the arithmetical hierarchy once bounds are dismissed, and for this we use es-
sentially a ramification of individuals: explicit predicates N0, N1, . . . are used
similarly to Peano’s N predicate to intuitively indicate ‘how sure’ we are that
a variable denotes a genuine natural number.

In fact, two predicates suffice and their relationship is entirely governed by
the equation N1(x) ⇐⇒ �N0(x), under the laws of the modal logic S4 . The
distinction between the two predicates corresponds to the distinction between
safe and normal variables in BC programs, which was an observation from previ-
ous work [2]. A similar phenomenon occurs in Cantini’s work [7], which presents
a characterisation of P in an applicative theory, in order to extract BC programs.
While he allows arbitrary alternation of unbounded quantifiers, note that his
induction is positive, and so universal quantifiers cannot vary over certified nat-
ural numbers, i.e. individuals in N . In fact this sort of unbounded quantification
is also compatible with our approach of [2].

The idea of using ramified theories in implicit complexity, inducting on nor-
mal variables rather than safe, is largely due to Leivant [16], who introduced
intrinsic theories for an arbitrary free algebra. The same idea was also used in
[17] for a theory of arithmetic characterising the elementary functions, some-
what reworking of Leivant’s work. The main difference in this work, which is
why we are able to characterise PH, is that for our model of computation we
simply use formulas of the theory rather than equational specifications used
in [16] and [17]. This indeed has a significant effect on the complexity class
characterised, as observed in [4].

2.3 Extraction at ground type

We rely on the witness function method for extracting functions at bounded
type. The idea is as follows:

1. Reduce a proof to De Morgan normal form, with formulae over the basis
{⊥,>,∨,∧,∃,∧} and negation restricted to atoms.

2. Conduct a free-cut elimination on the proof, resulting in a proof whose
formulae are restricted to essentially just subformulae of the conclusion,
axioms and nonlogical steps.

2Indeed we are not aware of any ‘higher-type’ characterisation of PH.
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3. Extract witnesses inductively from the proof into an appropriate function
algebra, verifying the necessary semantic properties along the way.

1 ensures that our extraction works at ground type, rather than higher types
which are typically necessary when negation has larger scope. At the same time
it preserves the quantifier alternation information that is crucial to distinguish-
ing the levels of PH. 2 allows us to assume that all formulae in a proof have
logical complexity bounded by that of induction formulae. This means that,
when extracting programs via 3, quantifier alternation of induction formulae
corresponds to the depth of minimisation operators in a µBC program, allowing
for a level-by-level correspondence with the polynomial hierarchy.

2.4 Completeness for PH

In the other direction, showing completeness for PH, we are able to formalise
a more-or-less standard argument, e.g. from bounded arithmetic [6], where ap-
plications of minimisation in a program correspond to applications of the well
ordering property in arithmetic. This is in turn is a corollary of induction but,
in this case, crucially relies on the use of right-contraction in the logic. It seems
that this feature is crucial in distinguishing these theories from ‘linear’ variants
like in previous work [2], and in particular work of Bellantoni and Hofmann
[4] where, without right-contraction, any number of quantifier alternations still
corresponds to only polynomial time computation.

3 Results

Due to space constraints, we give only an informal account of our results.

We define a family of theories Bi over the language {0, s,+,×,#, | · |, b ·2c} of
bounded arithmetic augmented with two predicates, N0 and N1, which act as
ramifiers for our theory. These replicate the distinction between safe and normal
input, respectively, for µBC programs. We set N1 ⊆ N0 and crucially have the
following non-logical inference step:3

` ∀~x ∈ N1.∃~y ∈ N0.A(~x, ~y)

` ∀~x ∈ N1.∃~y ∈ N1.A(~x, ~y)

For the arithmetic function symbols we give their basic defining axioms as for
the theories Si

2 from [6], only relativising quantifiers to match their safe-normal
sorting of arguments from the Bellantoni-Cook framework.4

We define the ΣN0
i -ΠN0

i formula hierarchy analogously to the (bounded)
arithmetical hierarchy, only counting alternations of ‘safe quantifiers’, i.e. those
relativised to N0. The theory Bi

2 contains the axiom schema of normal polyno-
mial induction on ΣN0

i formulae A:(
A(0) ∧ ∀u ∈ N1.(A

(
bu2 c

)
⊃ A(u))

)
⊃ ∀u ∈ N1.A(u)

Our main result is the following:

Theorem. Bi
2 proves the totality of precisely the �p

i functions.
3Seen from the modal point of view, this is a form of necessitation for models whose

second-order parts are closed under first-order comprehension.
4For instance, s,+, | · |, b ·

2
c take N0 arguments, × takes one N0 and one N1, and # takes

two N1 arguments. All terms are in N0.
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